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ABSTRACT 
With regard to the granting oil concessions in Iran since several studies have been conducted in 

this regard. The relative date of disclosure for oil concessions with Western researchers. One of 

the characters in George West itself the leading authority in the oil industry on oil concessions 

were governors who expressed their views. Astaking on Iran reminds us that "the kings of 

relatively steady state with bleeding hands dirty, insecure and have been the absolute authority of 

the government of the people and the land as private property of King for the do anything to 

Account come.”. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Many oil concessions by bribery, fraud, or coercion by Staking in writes: "The kings of the 19th century, 

Iran had no limits and responsibility of social groups were free of foreign influence. Foreign powers to gain oil 

concessions and strategic position in Iran and the Iranian military were competing with each other to strengthen 

the rule of their empire were used. As soon as the international oil companies to help governments gain the 

necessary points scorers were ruthlessly exploited. International oil companies' profits from oil exporting 

countries is so large that companies are often a long time ago, more than they have in these countries have 

invested abroad. As calculated on the basis of two expert oil, international oil companies in the Middle East 

between the years of the 1279/1900 to the 1339 Sun / 1960 have benefited from outside the area. 

 

Hotz points: 

 Hotz points, the first point only to oil in the 19th century by the Iranian government was given to 

foreigners. The concession was awarded to a British company called Hotz. Hotz companies in 1884 CE / 1263 

and island exploration of the points gained for oil extraction wells in the area, but did not get any results. In the 

same period the rise of imperialism and plunder the wealth of poor nations and Russia were built by Europe and 

countries such as India, Iran, China and Egypt were the most important centers of concentration and competition 

colonizers. In this context the company Hotz concessions to companies mining rights Bank gave Iran. Finally, in 

the year 1899/1278 of the Iranian government announced cancellation of mining rights and the distinction was 

abolished Hotz. 

 

Points Reuters and its consequences: 

 When the Shah in 1872 AD / 1251 of the Baron Julius de Reuter issued the mining concession of all mines 

metals (except precious metals) and coal and oil to him. Action Shah to grant such privileges to a foreigner it 

was so unexpected and surprising that foreign observers, including the French physician Dr. Toulouse for king 

Lord Curzon and Sir Percy Sykes and intelligence agencies of the world's economic and political circles amazed 

because it was never president of the utilization rights of all the country's vast underground reserves and 

resources together their expertise and talent to private capital and technical equipment with no grant. In fact, the 

era of hunting concessions that Curzon called "ambush International" in 1872 describing the M / E was launched 

in 1251. Baron Julius de Reuter pay £ 000/40. 60% of profits from scoring customs, privileges the establishment 

of a state bank, exploitation rights and tram railways, waterways, roads, etc. And aqueducts and irrigation work 

for 70 years and of all customs and export monopoly any products purchased from Iran for 25 years. 

 Lord Curzon, the famous British politician and founder of the country's colonial policy of this contract, 

writes: 
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 "The transfer of all the industrial sources a foreign country, it seems really strange and English friends in 

Tehran will no date had not gone so high." 

 In his book "Fifty Years of Iran," Reuters points to an extraordinary and unprecedented knows that while 

most of flatterers information and government dignitaries commented: 

 "We have no entry the government a penny less do what we have is only some of it To date, no interest if 

the government is not in our hands to stay after this will be useless." 

 Stories Graham in his book, "Reuter in a century," wrote the score Reuters authorized under this contract, in 

fact, that the use of all natural resources and have real economic government for 70 years 

 Advisers close to the King which should be measured the consequences of security and economic benefits 

of the contract is so fascinated by the West and narrow-minded policies that were Nasir al-Din Shah could be a 

stroke of the pen to sign and thereby; 

 "All the kings of the thousands of years of service to our nation have the grace and goodness of the soil and 

the people living and useful gift." 

 On the other hand the advantage to the opposition in the country, a group of scholars such as Mulla Ali 

Kenny and Sheikh Saleh met Arabs to cancel the contract, dismissal, generalissimo, pressed the Shah and the 

British government, principally to Reuters honesty, confidence was high and He did not support and carefully 

pulled himself from this affair and this time competition in favor of big government was over and was 

eventually Reuters on November 5, 1873 M / E method was abolished in 1252. 

 Reuters con- cessions to foreign colonial powers and all policy makers and decision makers at the time, 

revealed two very important facts: 

1. The need for the government to considerable depth and breadth of financial revenues 

2. The lack of insight necessary for fruitful contracts. 

 During the contracts Reuters 1872 M / 1251 the Sun and Reuters II 1889/1268 of the originally for railways 

and the establishment of the bank was the Russians and the French, for pulling rail similarly obtained on the 

sidelines of the exploitation of petroleum attention had been. Contracts and concessions granted to foreigners 

would provide important three-actor Iranian nation, the Iranian government and foreign governments, thus 

leaving the score profound political consequences of opposing the contracts and xenophobia on the one hand, 

the presence of people and exposed to the political arena, and to facilitate and intensify social and political 

movement gave a deeper meaning. Iranian bitter memories of domination and hegemony of great powers who 

are struggling and fighting concessions and contracts appeared like Reuters, the British created a strong 

incentive to fight against oil concessions that went to the national movement and due to the events of 

xenophobia and West averse political culture was institutionalized. 

 

Second oil well 1908/1287: 

 Iran is the second well May 26 1908/1287 of the rose oil. Exploitation of the wells was quite economical. 

The next year, well above the 450,000 gallons were produced daily 

 With the eruption of the first drop of oil from wells Masjed Soleiman, Iran's clear that what great wealth is. 

With blowout "Naftoun" in Masjed Soleiman, a common program of government and politics in Iran were 

changing. Since then, demand from Europe and the US industrial power, Iran entered into a complex transaction 

that requires cleverness and wisdom to deal with it was good. Before the 1908/1287 of the need for oil in Iran 

was not the size of the required investment, not security and the national economy was dependent on oil 

revenues 

 However, if the discovery and initial problem solver for the good their English was, for the Iranian people 

and troubling problem. Thus began industrial fuels the Royal Navy during the two world wars provided. But 

over political maneuvers of the great powers provided for Iran. 

 

Renewal of contracts 1933/1312: 

 Darcy oil contract renewal incident on the AIOC, was one of the most important events of the reign of Reza 

Shah and the signing of new contracts in 1933/1312 was signed on behalf of the TAGHIZADEH a pretext to 

attack him. 

 The first big clash between Iran and Britain over the oil issue in great economic crisis occurred in 1933. 

Royalty Company and, therefore, Iran's oil revenues were reduced substantially. Many Iranians who were not 

familiar with economic realities and the Great Depression drop of oil company payments to the government, 

knew of the conspiracy England. Press this period were fully in command repeatedly spoke of a conspiracy. 6 

January 1310 at the Sun / 1931 AD at the height of the war propaganda and the press in Iran, Reza Shah was 

overturned by the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company Franchise. High level begins between the parties over the years, 

not once brought to conclusion in 1311, the company in such circumstances to excuse the Great Depression of 

the West, Iran is severely reduced pay more for Iran seems to be the main impetus for the abolition The 1901 

CE / 1280 of the so Reza Taghizadeh executed and delivered it to the finance minister. The complaint was 

referred to the UK to address this matter to the League of Nations and the advice of its officials, corporate 
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executives and the Iranian government in Tehran back to the negotiating table and sat. While the lengthy 

negotiations and the possibility it was interrupted by the intervention of Reza Shah, the new drug was finalized 

and signed by both parties. In the nearly two decades since the contract Darcy, the role of oil in mobility, 

defense and economic life became more and more serious competition for oil lands. Because the British were 

not willing to come to fruition flowing wells on expiry of the contract Darcy returned to Iran and they believe in 

the 30 years from 1930 to 1901 net income and earnings advantage of a very limited benefit and should 

therefore be extended. 

 

The result: 

 Politically British were in favor of the abolition of the 1901/1280 was the start. 

 Although Reza Shah in 1932/1312 of the sudden concession inappropriate Darcy abolished a year later to 

prevent the recording of foreign assets, of retreat and contract inappropriately same sign, the king also 

intimidated by the arrival of the naval force Britain to the Persian Gulf It was, however, effective and far-

reaching influence on the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company's failed. 

 As usual contract 1933/1312 of the effects was a great victory while defeating. 
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